**PROJECT UPDATES**

**Upcoming Events**

**August 11, 2008**
New Student Welcome Day
10:00 am to 1:00 pm
Danner Hall/North Forum/Quad Area

**August 12, 2008**
Delta College Board of Trustees Meeting
6:30 pm in the Boardroom

**August 14, 15, 18, 19 & 20, 2008**
Welcome and Information Booths for New and Returning Students
7:00 am to 1:00 pm (plus 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm on the 14th)
Stockton Campus

**August 28, 2008**
Citizens’ Oversight Committee Meeting
5:30 pm in the Boardroom

The shaded zones on the map at right represent areas of campus currently, or soon to be, impacted by construction. From top right: North Road Infrastructure, Northeast Infrastructure, Goleman renovation, and the PERA complex.

**Student Services Building**

The utility work at the site has been completed and the ground is being prepped for the foundation. Workers are now preparing to do a lime treatment to the area. This will settle and stabilize the soil to ensure a level and solid base for the building’s foundation. Watch for the footprint of the building to start taking shape soon. The pedestrian path work associated with this project has also been completed. The path grades are now ADA compliant. As a result of the completed work the Child Development Center pick-up/drop-off circle is once again open and should remain open for the duration of construction.

**Northeast Infrastructure**

Further infrastructure work just north of the Student Services site will support upcoming new construction and will help meet future campus needs. Work in this area will include utilities, fire and domestic water, sewer, storm drainage, gas lines to provide points of connection for construction on the campus, and expansion of electrical and low voltage services.

**Goleman Renovation**

The temporary library was quickly and efficiently set up at 41 W. Yokuts Avenue and now Goleman is ready for its makeover. The renovation work is currently out for bid. It is anticipated that the work will be awarded early in the Fall ‘08 semester and the renovation will begin shortly thereafter.
Over at the football and softball fields the changes you see will be picking up pace. The site has been leveled, the necessary electrical work has been done, and the irrigation systems needed to cool the state-of-the-art turf have been put in place.

At the football field the goal posts are up, the asphalt has been poured as a base for the much anticipated Olympic-quality track, and the turf has been delivered for installation. As an aside, the folks from Mondo (the manufacturers of the track material) are here to inspect the asphalt to ensure the highest quality possible in the final product. The track is a phenomenal addition to Delta’s sports facilities.

The softball field also continues to take shape with the installation of the backstop, dugouts, and outfield fencing. In order to accommodate the opening game of Delta’s football season the DeRicco Football stadium and track work will be completed prior to the completion of the softball field and ultimately the new PERA area parking lot.

North Road Infrastructure Project

North of the PERA projects campus infrastructure work is taking place. This project involves: the expansion of utilities, sewer, water, etc.; enhancing the north Pershing entrance; and a north road extension to accommodate large vehicle traffic to help alleviate congestion at the Pacific entrance. The infrastructure work has been completed and the trenching has been refilled in the Shima 2 parking lot. Work is now set to begin on the entrance to widen the area, add dedicated turn lanes, and upgrade landscaping. Please note that this entrance will be closed from July 24 to August 1, 2008. The final phase will be putting down new asphalt over the modified areas.

Images at left are of the PERA facilities. The top two show the football field and track as they are being prepped for the new playing surfaces. The bottom image is from deep-left field in the softball complex. The field is taking shape with the placement of the backstop, dugouts and outfield fencing.
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